FOX BEND CO-ED LEAGUE
SUNDAY, MAY 29, 2022
TEE TIMES BEGIN @ 3:30 PM
PAIRINGS:
3:30 PM
FORMAT:

WILDE / WILDE & MILLER / MILLER

BINGO-BANGO-BONGO

Each golfer plays their own ball. TEAMS are awarded one point per hole for each of the following:




Be the first golfer to hit their golf ball on the green (BINGO – 1 Team Point);
Be the player whose golf ball is closest-to-the-pin after all the golf balls are on the green (BANGO – 1
Team Point); and
Be the first player in the group to hole out (BONGO – 1 Team Point)

Because points are awarded to golfers for being the first to accomplish a task, order of play is crucial in
Bingo-Bango-Bongo, so strict etiquette must be followed. The player who is farthest away from the hole
always plays first, no matter what. Also, just because the score doesn’t determine points, it still determines
honors (the first person to tee off on the next hole). And that’s super important, especially on par 3s as the
golfer with honors gets the first crack at the Bingo point.
Another important golf rule in Bingo-Bango-Bongo is that tap-outs and gimmies aren’t allowed. Because
a point is awarded to the player who is first to hole out and the rules call for a strict following of “farthest
away, first to play,” golfers cannot putt out if someone else is farther away from the hole. So, if Player A
lags their 50-foot putt to two feet away, they must mark their ball and wait for their next turn.
Finally, it’s important to remember the Bango point is awarded to the player closest to the pin ONLY AFTER
all the golf balls are on the green. That means the Bango point is still in play for golfers who miss the green
on their approach shot. So, if Player A hits their approach to five feet and Player B misses the green,
Player B can still chip it closer to the hole than Player A and win the Bango point. Moral of the story: never
give up! Team with the most points at the end of the 9-hole round wins!

TEES:
All Men will play from the WHITE tees.
All Women will play from the MAROON tees.

RULES:
The U.S.G.A. Rules of Golf will govern play along with the following local rules:
 Out of bounds are defined by white stakes and perimeter fencing.
 All putts must be holed out. NO GIMMIES.
 All ties will be broken via match of scorecards beginning with gross team scores on
Hole #9 and working backwards until the tie is broken.

For everyone’s enjoyment, please keep pace with the group in front of you!

FOX BEND’S 18-HOLE PACE-OF-PLAY POLICY IS 4 HOURS OR LESS (2 HOURS PER 9-HOLES)

